American Alumni Association of Zhengzhou University，USA
Tel： 718-502-6829； Fax/Tel：718-513-0385, Cell; 917-635-2608
Email: jacksun689@gmail.com , jacksun689@qq.com
Meeting Notice: The conference of Chinese Herbs medicine to Prevent the spread of
COVID-19
1.Background：Since the spread of the coronavirus（COVID-19） around the world in early
2020, most countries have not found or established a good way to prevent the spread of the
coronavirus. Only China has implemented effective measures to prevent the spread of the virus.
In addition to the effective isolation organized by the Chinese government, Chinese Herbs
Medicine has played a very important role. The various studies have found that the patented
product "Jiang Guian antioxidant solid drink" of Zhejiang Jinhua An Ning Biotechnology
Company has the best effect. In order to help Chinese in the United States and Americans
prevent the spread of coronavirus, Zhengzhou University Alumni Association invited Ms. Zhao
Li, the first inventor of the patent of Jiang Guian Antioxidant Solid Drink, to the United States as
a special invited speaker. The title of the speech is Application and research of "Jiang Gui An
Antioxidant Solid Drink" in preventing the spread of Covid-19 on the elderly”
* Publish the patent number for application and evaluation: 202011155547.0，Post the
serial number：2020102602285380.
2. Meeting key issues;
1) Study on the principle of Chinese herbs medicine preventing the spread of Covid-19.
2）How to use Chine Herbs to stop the spread of COVID-19 as fast as possible in USA.
3）How to use Chine Herbs to stop the spread of COVID-19 as fast as possible in the world.

3. The sponsored by American Alumni Association of Zhengzhou University, USA (AAAZZU);
4. The meeting will be on the Jan.29th and 30th 2022, at Main Campus in Columbia University,
New York, USA;
5. If someone has been decided for this meeting, and want help for hotel and travel in
USA, could you contact with Dr. Jack Easterrman at email; nbmeditor@gmail.com or call
At 718-502-6829; or fax at 718-513-0385, please.
6. All the expert who is working focus on the project of the Chinese Herbs medicine for the
Prevent of the novel coronavirus. Your research paper will be published on the < Biomedicine &
Nursing>, http://www.bmedicine.org , and <Life Science Journal>,
http://www.lifesciencesite.com/
7. And also welcome any major expert who have the interesting in Chinese Herbs medicine for
the Prevent of the novel coronavirus ；
8. Wish all the alumni give any good idea for the conference.
Jack Easterrman, MD,
Manager of the Preparatory Group
For The conference of Chinese Herbs medicine to Prevent the spread of the COVID-19.
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